Rate-limiting steps of oral absorption for poorly water-soluble drugs in dogs; prediction from a miniscale dissolution test and a physiologically-based computer simulation.
Nonlinear oral absorption due to poor solubility often impedes drug development. The purpose of this study was to elucidate the rate-limiting process in oral absorption of Biopharmaceutical Classification System (BCS) class II (low solubility-high permeability) drugs in order to predict nonlinear absorption of dose caused by solubility-limited absorption. Oral absorption of danazol, griseofulvin, and aprepitant was predicted from a miniscale dissolution test and a physiologically-based model. The effect of particle size reduction and dose increase on absorption was investigated in vitro and in vivo to clarify the rate-limiting steps of dissolution-rate-limited and solubility-limited absorption. The rate-limiting steps of oral absorption were simulated and increase in the dissolution rate and administration dose showed a shift from dissolution rate-limited to solubility-limited absorption. In the study in dogs, particle size reduction improved the oral absorption of large particle drugs but had little effect on small particle drugs. Dose nonlinearity was observed with small particles at a high dose. Our model quantitatively predicted results observed in vivo, including but not exclusively, dissolution-rate-limited and solubility-limited absorption. The present study provides a powerful tool to predict dose nonlinearity and will aid in the success of BCS class II drug development.